
LaserScience 
Look back in time 

If you move a light, you see where it is, while also seeing where it was. Move it 
faster and you start to see a line showing where the light was. If you move the 
light faster, the line becomes longer and starts to form a shape. If you can repeat 
the shape fast enough, you’ll be drawing it again before the first one faded away 
and it will look like it’s floating there. Scientists call this “Persistence of Vision.” 

 
Break it up 
What if a light turns off for a moment while it is moving? It will stop making the line 
and then start again later. You can make dotted lines and shapes. It’s like drawing, 
picking up your pencil, drawing some more, and picking up your pencil again. 

The science of Laser shows, and your eye	

Modern Tech 
If you flash the light and don’t move it, the flashes overlap in your eye. The 
next flash appears while the first one is still fading. Movies use this effect; 
they flash pictures fast enough that you don’t notice the flicker. Shake your 
hand in front of a projector, and each flash lights up your hand in a different 
place, often with different colors. Try it! It looks really cool.  
 
Got a cellphone? This fast-flashing effect is hiding in your pocket or purse 
right now. Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) can’t dim; they’re either off or on.  
So how can we fool your eyes into seeing half brightness? Flash the light off 
and on quickly, so it’s only on half of the time! Your eye mixes light and 
dark, and you see dim. 
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Contact: +1-86-MOLECULE (866-653-2853) | science@wondergy.com 

Try it! 

Draw in the air:  
Spin around a flashlight, sparkler, or anything that 
glows and won’t break. See if you can make pictures in 
the air, like you saw in the laser show.  

Break apart your cellphone…picture: 
Visit Wondergy.com/phoneline.   
Dim your phone to minimal brightness and shake it 
sideways quickly.  Does it break up into a fan of lines? 

		
	
	

	 	 	 	

	 	

Apple	laptops’	“sleep”	lights	don’t	
dim;	they	flash.	We	shook	our	
Macbook	so	you	don’t	have	to.	


